
ziva 
collaborative lounge 

designed by David Allan Pesso 
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ziva 

letting collaboration take any shape.
Ziva effortlessly flows throughout any open 

workspace, letting collaboration of all kinds  

form naturally at every turn, twist, and 

corner. This flexible family was made to move 

around and stay as nimble as it is beautiful. 
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ziva 

Ziva is open when it needs to be, 

and private when quiet 

concentration is more important. 

Gradual curves and clean lines 

invite groups to huddle up, while 

upholstered surrounds block out 

the distractions. 
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introduction 



ziva 
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introduction 

Clean, modern, geometric lines and shapes 

Subtle, precise horizontal stitching 

Contemporary hard surfaces 



ziva 

Endless configuration possibilities 

Freestanding or Modular 
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applications 



ziva 

product offering.

Ziva lounge seating and tables 

seamlessly flow through public work 

spaces, but may also stand alone in 

more focused settings. 
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Freestanding Lounge 

Modular Lounge 

Benches & Ottomans 

Tables 

statement of line 

ziva 
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ziva 

Freestanding Lounge 

statement of line 
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ziva 

Freestanding Lounge single seat lounge 

 
single seat lounge 
with end arms, tablet 

 

 

two seat lounge 
with privacy surround 

two seat lounge two seat lounge 
with end arms, tablet 

 

three seat lounge 
with end arms 

 

 
statement of line 
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single seat lounge 
with privacy surround 



ziva 

Modular Lounge 

statement of line 
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ziva 

Modular Lounge 

wedge  
with outside back 

 

wedge 
with inside back 

 
 

quarter round 
with partial outside back 

 
 

statement of line 
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in-line single seat 

 
in-line two seat 
 

 

in-line three seat 
 

 



ziva 

Benches & Ottomans 

statement of line 
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round ottomans 
36in dia x 17.5in 

42in dia x 17.5in 
48in dia x 17.5in 

 

 

 

ziva 

Benches & Ottomans one seat bench 
20.5in x 27.5in x 17.5in 

 

two seat bench 
20.5in x 55in x 17.5in 

 

 

three seat bench 
20.5in x 82.5in x 17.5in 

 

 

wedge bench 
23.5in x 47.5in x 17.5in 

 

quarter round bench 
32.5in x 87.5in x 17.5in 

 

statement of line 
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ziva 

Tables 

statement of line 
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square coffee table 
30in x 30in x 18in 

 

square work height table 
15in x 15in x 26in 

 

ziva 

Tables 

rectangle work height table 
15in x 30in x 26in 

 

half round work height table 
12in x 24in x 26in 

 

statement of line 
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rectangle coffee table 
24in x 48in x 18in 

 

 

half round coffee table 
24in x 48in x 18in 

 

 



ziva 

Lounge Options 

statement of line 
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Lounge Options 

statement of line 
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privacy surround 
available on single seat or 

two seat freestanding lounge 
 

power 
available in white or black on 

all freestanding lounge and 
privacy surrounds. Includes 

two 120 volt outlets and 2 

USB outlets, one custom 
selected port. 

front casters 
available on single seat 

freestanding lounge 
 

middle arm 
available on two or three seat 

lounge or modular quarter rounds. 
 

optional tablet arm available 

 

ziva 

tablet arm 
available on all freestanding 

or modular lounge with end 
arms or middle arms 

 

 
 

end arm 
available on all freestanding  

or modular lounge,  
 

optional tablet arm available 



Ziva’s lounge options provide 

additional convenience, privacy and 

mobility for collaborative 

environments. 
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ziva 

statement of line 



ziva 

features.

Details matter, and Ziva doesn’t 

overlook a single one. 
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ziva 

Lumbar support 

 

Subtle, precise horizontal 

stitching in the lumbar area 

creates interest, while 

adding comfort.  

features 
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ziva 

features 

Power 

 

Ziva’s freestanding lounge 

may be specified with a 

black or white power outlet 

on the side, in the arm, or 

the privacy surround. The 

unit has two 120 volt outlets 

and two USB power outlets. 

The fourth section is open 

and can be field fitted with a 

custom selected port. 
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ziva 

Tablet arms 

 

All arms on freestanding and 

modular units are available with an 

optional 14” diameter tablet with a 

full 360 degree swivel.  

 

The tablet is offered in: 

    3/4” thick veneer or  

    1/2” thick white solid surface  

features 
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ziva 

Privacy surrounds 

 

An upper privacy surround 

on the single or two seater 

has acoustical capabilities, 

creating visual and audible 

privacy for the seated user. 

features 
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ziva 

Feet with levelers 

 

Easy-to-level feet come with 

1” height adjustability on the 

glide. Front feet support the 

caster option on single 

freestanding seats, if 

mobility is needed. Legs are 

die-cast zinc with a matte 

chrome finish. 

features 
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ziva 

Casters 

 

Optional front casters on 

single seats are a critical 

part of the collection’s ability 

to quickly change from one 

configuration to another. 

features 
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ziva 

Tables 

 

Lightly scaled tables in both 

occasional and work heights 

are easy to pull up or put 

away.  

 

Tops available in: 

   cherry 

   walnut  

   maple 

   glacier white solid surface 

 

Arctic silver metal legs 

 

 

features 
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ziva 

Upholstery  

 

Use fabrics that lend 

themselves to this type of stitching 

and upholstery, and avoid those 

that don’t such as patterned fabric.  

 

Contrasting fabric is available on the 

back, arms, seat or privacy 

surround. 

 

All fabrics run railroaded. 

 

 

 

features 
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ziva 
 

ziva
collaborative lounge

Additional resources can be 

found at jsifurniture.com 

(click here!) 
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